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Abstract—One of the most widely used wireless communication standards is a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) (IEEE 802.11).

However, WLAN has a serious power consumption problem. In this paper, we propose a novel energy saving approach that exploits

the multiradio feature of recent mobile devices equipped with WLAN and Bluetooth interfaces. Unlike previous approaches, our work is

based on clustering. In our work, a cluster is a Bluetooth Personal Area Network (PAN), which consists of one cluster head and several

regular nodes. The cluster head acts as a gateway between the PAN and the WLAN, enabling the regular nodes to access the WLAN

infrastructure via low-power Bluetooth. We present a distributed clustering protocol, Cooperative Networking protocol (CONET), which

dynamically reforms clusters according to each node’s bandwidth requirement, energy use, and application type. CONET does not

require modifications of existing wireless infrastructures because clustering is performed independently of WLAN access points. We

implemented the CONET prototype with four wearable computing devices to evaluate the performance on real hardware. We also

simulated CONET for large networks of more than 100 mobile nodes. Both results demonstrate that our approach is effective in

reducing the power consumption of WLAN.

Index Terms—Wireless communication, protocol architecture, multiradio, energy efficiency, clustering.
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1 INTRODUCTION

WIRELESS local area network (WLAN) [23], or IEEE
802.11, has created a wave of popular interest

because of its sufficient bandwidth and well-constructed
infrastructures. However, a serious problem of WLAN is
its considerable energy consumption, energy consumed
by WLAN interfaces accounts for more than 50 percent of
the total energy consumption in hand-held devices and
up to 10 percent in laptops [6], [14]. Because mobile
devices are usually driven by limited battery power, it is
essential to devise novel solutions to reduce the power
consumption due to the WLAN interface without degrad-
ing its performance.

About 70 percent of smart phones in the market have a
Bluetooth interface as a secondary radio for personal area
networking [22]. The Bluetooth standard is primarily
designed for low-power consumption, requiring only about
a 10th of the WLAN power [6]. However, because of its
limited power, Bluetooth supports a low bandwidth of only
2 Mbps (version 2:0þ EDR), with a short range of 10 meters
(class 2). In this work, we explore the idea of using this
coexistence of high-power/high-bandwidth WLAN and
low-power/low-bandwidth Bluetooth in a single mobile
platform to solve the power consumption problem in
WLAN-based communication systems.

Several previous works have exploited Bluetooth as a
secondary radio to reduce the overall power consumption
[4], [6], [7]. Bluetooth is mainly used to provide always a
connected channel between mobile devices and the WLAN
access point (AP). In On Demand Paging [4] and Wake on
Wireless [1], mobile devices and the AP exchange control
messages, e.g., wake-upmessages, via low-power channels.1

This allows a mobile device to turn off the WLAN interface
when it is not being used. CoolSpots [6] and SwitchR [7] use
Bluetooth more actively to lengthen the power-off time of
WLAN: Bluetooth is used not only for the wake-up channel,
but also for data communication when applications demand
low data rates. WLAN is powered up only when the data
rate reaches the Bluetooth limit. However, these approaches
usually assume that APs also have both WLAN and
Bluetooth interfaces (and specialized software to control
them). This assumption guides the hardware and software
modifications to our wireless infrastructures.

Unlike these previous works, our approach is based on
clustering. Clustering is commonly used in sensor networks
for network scalability [28], [29], load balancing [13], [30],
data aggregation [27], or energy efficiency [9], [11], [13]. In
our work, clustering makes nodes (i.e., mobile devices) that
share their WLAN interfaces with each other. Fig. 1 depicts
the concept of our approach and compares it to the previous
approaches. As shown in Fig. 1b, a cluster is a Bluetooth
Personal Area Network (PAN) [31] that consists of one
cluster head (CH) and several regular nodes (RNs). CHs are
responsible for coordination among the nodes within their
clusters and the forwarding of packets from the PANs
(clusters) to the WLAN, and vice-versa. CHs keep their
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WLAN interfaces on to provide links to the WLAN AP,
allowing RNs to use only Bluetooth and turn their WLAN
interfaces off in order to save energy. Clustering is
periodically performed in a distributed manner based on
the energy uses and bandwidth requirements of the nodes.

In this work, clustering is performed independently of
WLAN APs. Therefore, our approach does not require
modifications to existing infrastructures (i.e., ordinary APs
can be used), while the previous approaches require
specialized APs with dual radios. Moreover, we solved
the scalability problem of the previous works, as shown in
Fig. 1a. Because of the large difference between the
communication ranges of WLAN and Bluetooth, only a
few devices close to the dual AP can use the low-power
radio. In our case, on the other hand, since clusters can be
created anywhere, most devices can obtain the benefit of
energy saving, as shown in Fig. 1b.

One unique requirement which distinguishes our ap-
proach from the traditional clustering problem in sensor
networks is that, unlike sensor nodes which are left
unattended after deployment, mobile devices (e.g., PDAs)
are arbitrarily controlled by their users. This necessitates the
consideration of node mobility as well as a large variance of
bandwidth requirements of various applications. Moreover,
because all devices have equal significance, rotating the CH
role among all devices is necessary to distribute energy
consumption. Mobile devices also can be turned off at any
time and powered again depending on the users’ needs,
which necessitates the consideration of unexpected link
failures.

This paper presents a distributed clustering protocol,
Cooperative Networking protocol (CONET). CONET has
four main objectives:

1. improving the energy efficiency of wireless net-
works by exploiting a secondary radio,

2. dynamically configuring clusters to meet the band-
width requirements of all nodes,

3. producing well-distributed cluster heads, and
4. minimizing control overhead.

CONET dynamically clusters the network according to each
node’s bandwidth, energy, and application type. We have
implemented the CONET prototype using wearable com-
puters [20] to evaluate its performance on real hardware
systems. We also simulate CONET for large networks of
more than 100 mobile nodes and evaluate the performance.
Both results demonstrate that CONET is effective in
reducing the power consumption of WLAN-based commu-
nication systems.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the problem. Section 3 presents the
CONET protocol, and Section 4 discusses the issues in
implementation. Section 5 shows the effectiveness of CONET
via real hardware evaluation and simulations. Section 6
briefly surveys related works. Finally, Section 7 gives
concluding remarks and directions for future research.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The mobile devices that we consider in this paper are
popular user terminals, such as smart phones or wearable
computers. For the rest of this paper, we simply refer to a
mobile device as a node. We assume the following proper-
ties about the nodes and wireless networks:

1. Each node has one WLAN interface (primary) and
one Bluetooth interface (secondary).

2. There is at least one WLAN access point in the field.
Each node can communicate with the access point
using its WLAN interface, regardless of its location
and time.

3. The WLAN access points do not have Bluetooth
interfaces. This is typical for most existing wireless
environments. Therefore, the previous approaches
[6], [4], [1] are inapplicable.

4. Each node i knows the total bandwidth required,
NeedBWiðtÞ, and the free bandwidth of its Bluetooth
link, FreeBWiðtÞ.

5. Each node i can measure its residual energy EiðtÞ.
6. All Bluetooth interfaces have the same communica-

tion range.
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Fig. 1. A comparison of the previous approaches and our approach for
the same network of 10 nodes. The numbers of the links (straight lines)
represent data rates in bits per second. 0 indicates that the node is in the
idle listening state. (a) Previous approaches based on the dual AP. Only
2 (node 0 and 1) of 10 nodes can communicate via Bluetooth. The
others should keep their WLAN interfaces on due to the limited coverage
(from nodes 3 to 9) and bandwidth (node 2) of Bluetooth. (b) Our
approach based on clustering. Ten nodes are grouped into four clusters,
and each cluster meets the bandwidth requirements of all nodes. Six
regular nodes can save energy.



The final goal of our CONET is to reduce the power
consumption in wireless networking applications. For this
purpose, we first classify popular applications into two
types: group networking and individual networking. Next, we
propose a general clustering protocol that considers both
application types.

. Group networking. In this case, a group of nodes
have a common goal and need to prolong the group
lifetime to achieve that goal. The group lifetime can
be defined as the time elapsed until the first node in
the group depletes its battery. For example, let us
assume that some friends are playing network
games together using their nodes. In this case, the
maximum time during which they can play together
will depend on the node with the lowest remaining
battery. CONET can be applied here to prolong the
group lifetime: the users can play for more time by
rotating the CH role and letting nodes with lower
energies be RNs and nodes with higher energies be
CHs for most of the time.

. Individual networking. In this case, we consider
unrelated individuals running their own applica-
tions (i.e., no common goal), even when they are
geometrically close to each other. In a subway train,
for example, many people may use their mobile
nodes simultaneously, but each of them is likely to
have different purposes: one may visit websites or
one may just wait for incoming messages while
keeping her wireless interface on. Cooperative
clustering can also be applied to this case for energy
conservation. An important requirement in this case
is that the benefit of each node gained by coopera-
tion should be equal for all individuals because,
unlike group networking, no one will want to spend
more energy just to help unrelated users. Therefore,
CONET should distribute the advantages of cluster-
ing in a fair way for these types of applications.

Our goal is to design a general clustering protocol that
satisfies the requirements of the above application types. To
accomplish this, we separate cost functions from the
clustering algorithm and provide two cost functions for
each of application type. Users can select proper cost
functions for their applications. Depending on the selected
cost function, a different set of nodes is selected as cluster
heads to meet the user requirements. Also, the following
requirements must be met:

1. Clustering should be completely distributed. Each
node independently makes its decisions based only
on local information.

2. For each cluster cj, the sum of bandwidth require-

ments of all regular nodes within the cluster must

not exceed the maximum data rate of Bluetooth RB,

i.e.,
P

RNk2cj
NeedBWkðtÞ � ARB, where RNk is the

regular node of ID k and NeedBWkðtÞ is the required

bandwidth for node k at time t.
3. At the end of the clustering process, each node

should be either a cluster head or a regular node that
belongs to exactly one cluster.

4. Clustering should be efficient in terms of processing
complexity and message exchange.

3 THE CONET PROTOCOL

This section describes CONET in detail. First, we present
the protocol design. Next, we define the parameters and
cost functions.

3.1 Protocol Operation

Fig. 2 shows the details of our protocol. Nodes exchange
clustering messages via Bluetooth. For easy understanding,
we describe our protocol based on the example shown in
Fig. 3 with a group networking scenario: nodes 1, 2, and 3
have a common collaborative task and attempt to maximize
the group lifetime.

3.1.1 Cluster Head Advertisement

When a node is newly booted up, it becomes a CH, as
shown in the flow chart (Fig. 2). Assume that all three nodes
of the example shown in Fig. 3 are booted up at the same
time. Then, since all of them independently become CHs,
three clusters are created (Fig. 3a). However, the only
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Fig. 2. Flow chart of CONET clustering protocol.



member of each cluster is the cluster head itself. Like these
clusters, a cluster which has no RNs is called a trivial cluster,
and the head of the trivial cluster is called a trivial cluster
head (tCH). Therefore, tCHs do not need to use Bluetooth for
packet forwarding, but only for advertising. Note that tCH
is a subset of CH.

When a node becomes a CH, it starts to advertise its
resource information periodically (say, every 200 msec) via
Bluetooth. It repeats advertising as long as it is a CH. The
advertisement message of node i contains the clustering
cost Ci, the amount of bandwidth available for packet
forwarding FreeBWi, and some required information, such
as the ID and the network address. Each node manages a
set SCH

i , which stores the information advertised by
neighboring CHs.

BecauseCHs act as gateways that connect Bluetooth nodes
(RNs) to theWLAN access point, FreeBWi of CH i should be
the smaller value between FreeBWW

i and FreeBWB
i , the

amount of free bandwidth on Bluetooth and WLAN links,
respectively. To estimate the free bandwidth on a wireless
link, we can use well-studied bandwidth estimation techni-
ques [17], [18], [37]. For example, we can estimate the free
bandwidth using the idle channel time as proposed in [17]. A
channel is considered to be idle if the node is not sending or
receiving data through the channel and a carrier or
interference signal is not sensed on that channel. By
monitoring the idle channel times of WLAN and Bluetooth

channels (TWI and TBI , respectively) during a period of time

T , each node i can estimate its FreeBWW
i and FreeBWB

i

using a moving average with weight � 2 ½0; 1� as follows:

FreeBWW
i ¼ �FreeBWW

i þ ð1� �Þ
TWI

T
RW �Rmar; ð1Þ

FreeBWB
i ¼ �FreeBWB

i þ ð1� �Þ
TBI

T
RB �Rmar; ð2Þ

where RW and RB are the transmission rates of WLAN and

Bluetooth, respectively. Rmar is a predefined constant used

to maintain the free bandwidths to be slightly lower than

the bandwidth actually available. It is necessary to switch

between radio interfaces dynamically based on the current

data rate. Later, in this section, we explain the details of

interface switching. Our current design assumes that RW is

a predefined constant, but the IEEE 802.11 standard [23]

provides multiple transmission rates depending on Signal-

to-Noise Ratio (SNR). We plan to improve CONET to

support multiple rates in our future research.
Although only CHs advertise their resources, RNs also

measure free bandwidth for cluster head election (discussed

later). However, because RNs use only Bluetooth, their

FreeBWW values are always zero, and thus, meaningless.

Therefore, the free bandwidth of RNs should be set to

FreeBWB. In summary, the free bandwidth of node i,

FreeBWi, can be obtained as follows:
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Fig. 3. An illustrative example of CONET protocol operation.



FreeBWi ¼
MINðFreeBWW

i ; FreeBWB
i Þ;

if node i is a CH;
FreeBWB

i ; otherwise:

8

<

:

ð3Þ

Note that CONET does not limit the bandwidth estima-
tion technique to [17]. It can also operate with other
techniques [18], [37] with minor modifications.

3.1.2 Responding to JOIN Requests

In stage (B) of Fig. 2, each CH waits for JOIN requests from
other nodes for a short time (say, 1 second). The JOIN
message of node i includes the amount of required
bandwidth NeedBWi. Upon receiving a JOIN message, the
CH goes to stage (C) and compares its FreeBW with the
sender’s NeedBW. If the CH has a sufficient amount of free
bandwidth for the sender (i.e., FreeBW � NeedBW ), it will
accept the request, but, otherwise, reject it. After responding
to the request, the CH returns to the initial stage. The
sentence, “Become a CH,” in stage (A) means “keep the CH
role” for the nodes that are already CHs. At the initial
moment shown in Fig. 3a, because no node has sent a JOIN
message yet, all the nodes go down to stage (D).

3.1.3 Cluster Head Election

When there is no JOIN request, the CH counts the number
of RNs within its clusters (stage (D) in Fig. 2). If there is at
least one RN in the cluster, the CH returns to the first step
and keeps its current role. This allows RNs to select their
next CHs by themselves, which is necessary for network
stability: If CHs stop their roles of packet forwarding
regardless of the associated RNs, the RNs will occasionally
lose their links to the WLAN access point. Furthermore,
clusters will be reformed quite frequently if CHs ignore the
status of each RN, such as the first association time (the time
at which the RN has joined).

The chance for energy saving is given to trivial CHs
(tCHs), which turned out to have no RNs within their
clusters at the end of stage (D). A tCH selects its next CH by
itself. In stage (E), each tCH calls the FIND_NEXT_CH
procedure, which presents the CH election process of
CONET. Assume that node i calls FIND_NEXT_CH. It then
executes the following procedure:

For example, let us assume that node 1, which is a trivial
CH at the moment depicted in Fig. 3a, reaches stage (E) and
calls the FIND_NEXT_CH procedure. First, node 1 prunes
the CHs that cannot satisfy its bandwidth demand
NeedBW1 from election. If the node runs constant bit rate
applications, such as VoIP, NeedBW1 can be determined

explicitly. However, in general TCP-based applications, it is
not trivial to predict the amount of needed bandwidth in
advance because TCP will match its sending rate to the
available capacity. In this case, we set NeedBWi to the
node’s current data rate (rWi if the node is a CH, rBi
otherwise). The node will become an RN (switch to
Bluetooth) only if the free bandwidth on the link to the
CH is higher than its current data rate.

Even though all nodes estimate FreeBW using (3), the
estimation results of two neighboring nodes could be
different due to the limited radio range [17]. For example,
let us assume that there is a hidden flow on the left side of
node 1 in Fig. 3a, which is in node 1’s radio range, but out of
nodes 2’s radio range. In this case, FreeBW1 will be
estimated to be smaller than FreeBW2 because the flow
only interferes the idle channel time of node 1. Therefore,
the maximum bandwidth between nodes 1 and 2 is
bounded by the smaller value FreeBW1. This indicates that
the free bandwidth on the link between nodes i and k
should be the minimum value between FreeBWi and
FreeBWk, i.e., MINðFreeBWi; FreeBWkÞ. In this example
shown in Fig. 3a, because there is no hidden flow and all
nodes have equal available bandwidths of 2 Mbps, neither
node 2 nor 3 is pruned when node 1 calls the FIND_
NEXT_CH procedure. Therefore, node 1’s pruned CH set
~SCH
1

is exactly the same as the original CH set SCH
1

.
Next, node 1 selects the lowest cost node among the nodes

in ~SCH
1

and itself. For simple explanation, let us assume that
the cost of each node i, Ci, is simply the reciprocal of its
residual energy Ei, i.e., Ci ¼ 1=Ei.

2 The purpose of this cost
function is to select the nodewith the highest residual energy
as the CH for other low-energy nodes. Because node 1 has
the lowest cost in the case of Fig. 3a, it returns to stage (A)
and repeats the above processes. Similarly, nodes 2 and 3
elect node 1 as their CH and send JOIN messages to it. As
their requests are accepted by node 1, they go to stage (F) and
become the RNs of node 1. Finally, nodes 1, 2, and 3 are
clustered together, as shown in Fig. 3b.

3.1.4 Role Switching

It is necessary to rotate the CH role regularly to balance the
energy consumption among all nodes. To do so, each RN has
a timer, RN_Timer, which expires every TRN seconds. When
the timer expires, the RN goes to stage (E) again and calls the
FIND_NEXT_CH procedure to elect its next CH. Depending
on the election result, the RN itself becomes a new CH or
joins one of the existing clusters, including its current cluster.

The transition from Figs. 3b and 3c shows the cluster
reformation due to the timer expiration. Let us assume that
since the first cluster is created (Fig. 3b), the RNs, nodes 2
and 3, have consumed 30 Joules, while the CH, node 1, has
consumed 60 Joules, regardless of their data rates.3 As
RN_Timer independently expires in the RNs, they move
from stage (G) to stage (E) in Fig. 2. Then, node 3 finds out
that it has the lowest cost among the nodes. Thus, it
becomes a CH and node 2 joins the new cluster. At this
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2. The specific design of the cost function for group networking is given
in Section 3.2.

3. In our experiments, energy consumption of an RN is about 50 percent
of that of a CH. Our results in Section 5.1.2 show that the effect of data rates
on energy consumption is negligible.



moment, node 1 eventually becomes a trivial CH because

no node is associated to it. Then, node 1 goes to stage (E)

and finds out that node 3 is the lowest cost CH. Thus, it

joins node 3, resulting the new cluster structure, as shown

in Fig. 3c. By regularly switching roles in this manner,

energy consumption can be distributed.

3.1.5 Recovering Cluster Head Failures

Due to the mobility of nodes, if the distance between an RN

and its CH becomes longer than the Bluetooth range, the

RN will not be able to access its CH anymore. The same

situation happens when users intentionally turn off Blue-

tooth or WLAN (or both) interfaces or shut down their

nodes. In these cases, the RN immediately goes to stage (E)

in Fig. 2 to find its new CH. To do so, each RN continuously

checks the connectivity to its current CH in stage (H).
For example, as shown in Fig. 3e, as node 3 goes out of

the Bluetooth communication range of its current CH

(node 1), it loses the connection to the CH. As soon as it

detects the CH failure in stage (H), it goes to stage (E) and

calls the FIND_NEXT_CH procedure. In the case of Fig. 3e,

because node 3 has no neighboring CHs (i.e., SCH
3

¼ �), it

becomes a CH and continues its previous communication

using its WLAN interface.

3.1.6 Satisfying Bandwidth Requirements

Unlike the tiny nodes in sensor networks, the nodes

considered in this work have a large variety of applications,

resulting in time-varying bandwidth requirements with

huge variations. Therefore, nodes should selectively use

either Bluetooth or WLAN depending on the requirements.
To do so, each RN i associated to CH k monitors the

amount of free bandwidth on the link between nodes i

and k, i.e., MINðFreeBWi; FreeBWkÞ, and the current

data rate rBi . When NeedBWi is known explicitly (i.e., CBR

applications), the RN directly compares the current data

rate with NeedBWi to check whether its bandwidth

requirement is satisfied or not. If rBi < NeedBWi, then it

goes to stage (E) of Fig. 2 to find a new CH which can

meet its bandwidth demand.
In general TCP applications, the amount of bandwidth

needed is not determined explicitly. In this case, node i

assumes that its NeedBWi is equal to rBi and controls

radio interfaces to satisfy rBi . Similar to [19], the free

bandwidth is estimated to be slightly lower than the

actually available bandwidth ((1)-(3)) so that the value of

MINðFreeBWi; FreeBWkÞ will cross zero and become

negative as rBi reaches the capacity limit. In this case, i.e.,

MINðFreeBWi; FreeBWkÞ < 0, the RN goes to stage (E)

of Fig. 2 to find a new CH. Otherwise, it returns to stage

(G) and repeats the above processes.
This situation is illustrated in Fig. 3d: as NeedBW3

increases to 10 Mbps, node 3 finds out that the current CH

(node 1) cannot meet this requirement (stage (I) of Fig. 2).

Thus, node 3 goes to stage (E) to find a new CH, but no

node can satisfy the requirement of 10 Mbps. Therefore, its

pruned CH set ~SCH
3

becomes �. Finally, node 3 becomes a

new CH, as shown in Fig. 3d.

3.2 Application Types and Cost Functions

In this section, we present two cost functions designed for
group networking and individual networking.

3.2.1 Group Networking

As described in Section 2, the main objective of group
networking is to prolong the group lifetime. In sensor
networks, one popular cost function used to maximize the
network lifetime is primarily based on the residual energy of
each node [11], [13], e.g., (maximum energy)/(residual energy).
This cost function distributes energy dissipation over the
networkparticularlywellwhen thepower consumption rates
are equal for all nodes. In CONET, however, a variety of
nodes typesmadebydifferent venders are clustered together,
breaking the homogeneity of the power consumption rate.
Therefore, our cost function for the group networking case is
based on each node’s estimated lifetime, the estimated time for
a node to survive in the future. We define the cost of being a
CH for node i at time t, CiðtÞ, as follows:

CiðtÞ ¼
1

~LiðtÞ
; ð4Þ

where ~LiðtÞ is node i’s estimated lifetime. We assume that
each node i knows its current power consumption PiðtÞ and
residual energy EiðtÞ. Then, the lifetime estimation is based
on the moving average of the current and past power usage
with weight � 2 ½0; 1� [33], i.e.,

~PiðtÞ ¼ ð1� �ÞPiðtÞ þ �Piðt� TsÞ; ð5Þ

where ~PiðtÞ represents the future power consumption
estimated at time t. Once ~PiðtÞ has been estimated, the
node can calculate its ~LiðtÞ as follows:

~LiðtÞ ¼
EiðtÞ
~PiðtÞ

: ð6Þ

From (4) and (6), the cost of node i for group networking
can be calculated as CiðtÞ ¼ ~PiðtÞ=EiðtÞ.

3.2.2 Individual Networking

For individual networking, energy saving should be as
equal as possible to all cooperating nodes. This motivates us
to use the energy saving ratio (ESR) as the cost for individual
networking. Our goal is to equalize ESR among all
cooperating nodes. Consider node i, which was booted up
at t ¼ 0 and has cooperated with others using CONET for
½0; t�, t > 0. The role (CH or RN) of the node and cluster
organization may have changed with time, depending on its
resource usage. Using the cumulative amount of energy
consumption, the energy saving ratio of node i at time t,
ESRiðtÞ, can be defined as follows:

ESRiðtÞ ¼
~Etr
i ðtÞ � Eco

i ðtÞ
~Etr
i ðtÞ

¼ 1�
Eco

i ðtÞ
~Etr
i ðtÞ

; ð7Þ

where ~Etr
i ðtÞ represents the expected energy that would be

consumed if node i had communicated in the traditional
WLAN-only manner (i.e., without CONET) during ½0; t�.
Eco

i ðtÞ represents the energy actually consumed by the node
when it has used CONET. Therefore, Eco

i ðtÞmainly depends
on the history of the node’s current and past roles: when the
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node is an RN, Eco
i ðtÞ will increase more slowly than ~Etr

i ðtÞ

because RNs use only Bluetooth, resulting in an increase in

ESRiðtÞ. Otherwise, when the node is a CH, Eco
i ðtÞ will

increase as fast as (or slightly faster than) ~Etr
i ðtÞ; thus,

ESRiðtÞ will decrease.
According to (7), high ESR means that by cooperating

with others, the node could save more energy than the

others. Therefore, every time nodes rotate their roles,

CONET selects high-ESR nodes as the next CHs, allowing

low-ESR nodes to become RNs for energy saving. We define

the cost of being a CH for node i at time t, CiðtÞ, as follows:

CiðtÞ ¼ 1�ESRiðtÞ ¼
Eco

i ðtÞ
~Etr
i ðtÞ

: ð8Þ

With appropriate role switching periods, our protocol

equalizes ESR among nodes. Section 5.2.2 evaluates this

property by simulation.
We estimate ~Etr

i ðtÞ and Eco
i ðtÞ based on nodes’ roles and

data rates. We assume that each node i knows the

instantaneous data rates of its WLAN and Bluetooth links,

rWi ðtÞ and rBi ðtÞ, and the parameters listed in Table 3. Then,
~Etr
i ðtÞ can be estimated as follows:

~Etr
i ðtÞ ¼

Z t

0

XiðtÞ
�

PW
i

�

rloci ðtÞ
�

þ PB
i ð0Þ

�

dt; ð9Þ

XiðtÞ ¼
0; If node i is a trivial cluster head;

1; otherwise;

�

ð10Þ

where PW
i ðrÞ and PB

i ðrÞ represent the WLAN and Bluetooth

power of node i for a data rate r, respectively. Both power

functions can be defined as follows:

PW
i ðrÞ ¼ PWA

i �
r

RW
þ PWI

i � 1�
r

RW

� �

; ð11Þ

PB
i ðrÞ ¼ PBA

i �
r

RB
þ PBI

i � 1�
r

RB

� �

: ð12Þ

If the node had not used CONET, it would not forward

other nodes’ packets. Thus, the energy consumption for

forwarding other nodes’ packets should be eliminated from
~Etr
i ðtÞ estimation. In (9), rloci ðtÞ denotes the local data rate

due to only node i’s own packets, which can be approxi-

mated as follows:

rloci ðtÞ ¼ YiðtÞ
�

rWi ðtÞ � rBi ðtÞ
�

þ ½1� YiðtÞ�r
B
i ðtÞ; ð13Þ

YiðtÞ ¼
0; If node i is an RN;

1; otherwise:

�

ð14Þ

From (13) and (14), rloci ðtÞ is equal to rWi ðtÞ � rBi ðtÞ when

the node is a CH. Since the CH’s Bluetooth is only used to

forward others’ packets, we can assume that rWi ðtÞ � rBi ðtÞ

approximates to the data rate caused by CH i’s local

applications. When the node becomes an RN, rWi ðtÞ ¼ 0 and

rloci ðtÞ ¼ rBi ðtÞ because RNs use only Bluetooth. In the

traditional method, local data packets always go through

WLAN and Bluetooth stays idle all the time. Therefore, in

(9), rloci ðtÞ and zero are passed to PW
i and PB

i , respectively,

for ~Etr
i ðtÞ estimation.

Similarly, the actual energy consumption Eco
i ðtÞ can be

obtained as follows:

Eco
i ðtÞ ¼

Z t

0

XiðtÞ
�

PW
i

�

rWi ðtÞ
�

YiðtÞ þ PB
i

�

rBi ðtÞ
��

dt: ð15Þ

YiðtÞ eliminates the WLAN power consumption for RNs.
Therefore, Eco

i ðtÞ heavily depends on the node’s current and
past roles. Note that due to the presence of XiðtÞ in (9) and
(15), ESRiðtÞ does not change when node i is a trivial
cluster head (tCH), which means that it does not cooperate
with others.

4 IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

The major concern in CONET implementation is how to
handle connection handoffs seamlessly. Vertical handoffs
occur as nodes changes radio interfaces from WLAN to
Bluetooth, and vice versa. Horizontal handoffs happenwhen
RN changes their cluster because handoffs generally lead to
packet loss and TCP performance degradation, and efficient
handoff mechanisms which have been proposed in the
literature shouldbe consideredwhenwe implementCONET.

Network Address Translation (NAT) [25] can be used for
handoff management. NAT is the process of modifying
network address fields in packet headers. In TCP, because a
connection is defined by a pair of IP addresses (source/
destination) and port numbers, each node’s IP address and
the port number must be preserved regardless of clustering
operations, while the routing is ongoing. Because the
address/port translation function of NAT is applicable to
this purpose, various techniques using NAT for handoffs
have been proposed [15]. The NAT-based handoff techni-
que provides a simple way of implementing CONET as our
protocol can be implemented only using a few network
commands like iptables, route, or arping, which are already in
the standard distribution of Linux. The NAT, however, has
been reported to be unsafe for frequent changes in IP
addresses [15]. Thus, secure mechanisms for the NAT [32]
should be considered together in this implementation.

Fig. 4 is a two-node cluster example that shows howNAT
can be used in CONET for seamless vertical handoff. For a
simple explanation, we assume that each node i has two
different IP addresses AW

i and AB
i , which are statically

assigned to the WLAN and Bluetooth interfaces of node i,
respectively. As node 2 joins to node 1, the physical media of
node 2 are changed from the WLAN to Bluetooth. For the
continuation of the previous connection of node 2 to the
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Fig. 4. A seamless handoff technique using NAT.



server, the source address of its outgoing packets should be
modified to AB

2
, because RNs use only Bluetooth. The NAT

component in node 2 takes charge of modifying IP headers
so that its outgoing packets can reach to node 1 via Bluetooth
and incoming packets can be delivered to the unmodified
socket. Then, these packets of node 2 go through the NAT
component of node 1 again, which translates node 2’s
Bluetooth address to node 2’s (not node 1’s) WLAN address.
This is necessary because the clustering operations should be
transparent to hosts in the Internet. The Virtual Interface (also
known as IP aliasing) technique [26] is applied so that the
WLAN interface of node 1 can have multiple IP addresses
AW

1
and AW

2
. With virtual interface and two-level address

translation techniques, the packets of node 2 can maintain
the same source/destination pair as after clustering and can
arrive at the server correctly.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of CONET.
First, we present experimental results from the prototype
that we have implemented using customized wearable
computing platforms. The main purpose of the prototype
evaluation is to study the energy efficiency and overheads
of CONET in real hardware systems. Next, because it is too
complex to test with a number of real devices (e.g., more
than 100 nodes with movements), we evaluate the perfor-
mance of CONET for a large-scale mobile network via
extensive simulations.

5.1 Evaluation with Prototype

Ubiquitous Fashionable Computers (UFCs) [20] are used as
mobile nodes. UFC is a wearable computing platform (Fig. 5)
that has three kinds of wireless interfaces:WLAN, Bluetooth,
and ZigBee (IEEE 802.15.4). Table 1 summarizes the

specifications of these interfaces. In the prototype evaluation,
ZigBee is removed from the UFCs. The main processing
module of UFC is based on the Intel XScale processor,
PXA270, and runs Linux 2.6. We measured the power
consumption of major components. The power breakdown
for a UFC in idle mode is presented in Table 2. Observe that
the WLAN interface consumes about 880 mW which is
almost half of the total power consumption (1,780 mW).

To make each UFC aware of its residual energy, we
removed its battery and directly connected the Agilent
E3648A power supply to the UFC, as shown in Fig. 5. This
equipment is capable of measuring the power consumption
in real time and feeding back the measurement result via an
RS-232 serial interface. We connected the power supply and
the UFC with an RS-232 cable and wrote a simple logging
program that updates the residual energy based on the
reported power consumption. With this hardware/software
setup, we can set the initial energy of each node to any
value and measure the fine-grained power consumption
and residual energy. Currently, we set � in (5) to 0.2 to
estimate the future power consumption. The choice of this
value is based on empirical analysis of sensitivity.

In the prototype evaluation, we used the NAT-based
switching technique to manage handoffs, which is described
in Section 4. All nodeswere stationary and close to each other
(i.e., within the Bluetooth range) during the experiments.
Unless otherwise specified, we set the default role switching
period TRN to 120 seconds for all experiments. The effect of
these time values will be discussed in Section 5.2.2.

5.1.1 Node Role and Power Consumption

To understand the effect of node roles on power consump-
tion, we organized a two-node cluster using two UFCs. The
initial energies of both nodes were set to be equal. Neither
of them generated network traffic, i.e., all nodes were idle,
during the experiment. We assumed a group networking
scenario in this experiment: thus, the cost function of (4) is
used. Since the UFCs were set to have exactly the same
conditions, they just rotated their roles every 120 (TRN )
seconds. We measured the time-varying behavior of the
power consumption of the two UFCs (UFC1 and UFC2)
according to their roles.

The measurement result is shown in Fig. 6. When UFC1
was the CH, it consumed about 1.78 watts. As it became the
RN, the average power consumption of UFC1 was reduced
to only 0.90 watts, which is almost half of the CH power
consumption. This is because the RN used only Bluetooth
and turned off its WLAN interface. By switching the CH
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TABLE 1
Specification of the Three Wireless Interfaces of UFC

Values marked with � are measured. We measured the effective
maximum rate of Bluetooth and WLAN using an FTP download
workload.

TABLE 2
Power Breakdown of UFC in Idle Mode

Other includes flash memories, LEDs, voltage regulators, and so on.Fig. 5. Appearance of UFC. A power supply is directly connected for
experiments.



role with UFC2 every 120 seconds, UFC1 consumed about
1.32 watts on average. Compared to the traditional WLAN-
only communication, both UFC1 and UFC2 can reduce
energy consumption by 25 percent.

5.1.2 Number of Nodes and Data Rates

To evaluate the effects of the number of nodes (N) on the
performance, we varied N from 1 to 4. All nodes are
sufficiently close (i.e., within the Bluetooth range) to each
other: thus, they could be grouped into the same cluster. We
also investigated the effects of bandwidth requirements
(NeedBW). A traffic generator, D-ITG [21], was ported on
UFC1 and generated Poisson distributed TCP traffic of
various data rates to the test server. The test server is directly
connected to the AP with an Ethernet cable; thus, the data
rate is not limited by any external networks. We varied the
data rate of UFC1 from 0 to 600 kbps. Other UFCs stayed in
the idle state during the experiments. We performed
experiments on group networking scenarios with the same
initial energies for all nodes. Therefore, clustered nodes
rotated their roles every 120 (TRN ) seconds in a round-robin
manner. We measured the energy consumption of UFC1 for
16 minutes for each case. The experiment results are shown
in Fig. 7. Each curve was normalized to energy consumed by
UFC1 when there was no other nodes with which to
cooperate (i.e., N is 1).

When the number of nodes (N) is 1, UFC1 should use its
WLAN interface from that point on, as it does in traditional
networking. This case is a baseline for comparison. As N
increases, the energy consumption of UFC1 decreases if its
NeedBW does not exceed the bandwidth limit of Bluetooth.
For example, when its NeedBW is 200 kbps, UFC1 consumes
only 78 percent (N ¼ 2), 70 percent (N ¼ 3), and 65 percent
(N ¼ 4) of the baseline. This is because, as the number of
cooperating nodes increases, UFC1 can spend more time as
an RN. However, when its NeedBW exceeds the Bluetooth
limit, UFC1 cannot be the RN because its requirement
cannot be satisfied by other nodes. As presented in Table 1,
the effective maximum data rate of Bluetooth is 440 kbps.
Therefore, when UFC1’s NeedBW is 500 or 600 kbps, it
should always use its WLAN regardless of N , consuming as
much energy as the baseline.

When UFC1’sNeedBW is less than the effective maximum
data rate, 440 kbps, energy consumption slightly increases
with NeedBW. For example, when N is 2, the normalized
energies of UFC1withNeedBW of 0 and 400 kbps are 0.75 and
0.80, respectively. This is because Bluetooth is less energy-
efficient than WLAN from a pure energy/bit point of view:
WLAN and Bluetooth consume 100 and 210 nJ/bit (calcu-
lated with the values in Table 3), respectively. Therefore, the
difference of energy consumption between CONET and the
traditional WLAN-only method decreases as the data rate
increases. However, this small degradation can be ignored in
light of the considerable energy saving incurred by removing
the idle power consumption of WLAN.

The coexistence of Bluetooth and WLAN also affects the
data rates in wireless environments [38]. We plan to
investigate the effect of the coexistence in future work.

5.1.3 Group Lifetime

As previously mentioned in Section 3.2.1, CONET prolongs
the group lifetime for group networking. To evaluate the
lifetime extension performance, we set multiple UFCs to
have different initial batteries and ran CONET with the cost
function of (4). We measured the group lifetime, i.e., the
time when any of UFCs stops due to the battery exhaustion.

First, we performed an experiment with two UFCs, UFC1
and UFC2, whose normalized initial batteries are set to 1
and 1.5, respectively. The experimental results are shown in
Fig. 8. The time values (x-axis) are normalized to the
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Fig. 7. Effects of the number of nodes (N) and the bandwidth
requirement (NeedBW) on energy efficiency.

Fig. 6. Time-varying power consumption according to the node roles.

TABLE 3
Simulation Parameters and Values



traditional lifetime of UFC1. The result shows that CONET
extends the group lifetime by about 52 percent. During the
experiment, UFC2 became the CH more frequently than
UFC1 because of UFC2’s higher initial energy. The pie
diagram shows that UFC2 was the CH for 82 percent of the
total lifetime, while UFC1 for only 18 percent. It is
important to note that although UFC2 spent most of the
time as the CH, its lifetime was also slightly lengthened by
about 1.5 percent. This is because the energy saved by
turning the WLAN off for a few periods is much larger than
the overhead of clustering operations, such as role switch-
ing. Section 5.1.4 discusses the overhead in detail.

Next, we increased the number of UFCs to four and
performed the same experiment. An additional CPU-
intensive load that requires a 30 percent CPU usage, on
average, was given to UFC4, whose initial battery is the
largest among the UFCs; therefore, UFC4’s battery will be
consumed more rapidly than others. The CPU load reflects
a situation where one of the UFC users in the same group
performs another task, such as watching a movie or
listening to music with her UFC, while playing an online
game simultaneously. Fig. 9 shows the results. Because the
future lifetime of each UFC is estimated by using both the
current and past power usage, even when UFC4 has the
highest energy, UFC3 was frequently selected as the next
CH. This experiment proves that the implemented CH
election mechanism works correctly according to the
algorithm described in Section 3.2.1. As a result, the group
lifetime of this cluster is extended by about 70 percent.

5.1.4 Switching Overhead

When an RN becomes a CH, it should turn on its WLAN
interface, load the appropriate software, such as a device
driver, andmodify its network settings. This sequence of jobs
incurs overhead in terms of time and energy. Fig. 10 shows
the overhead in role switching from RN to CH. In the ideal
role switching from CH to RN, the WLAN interface is
enabled immediately without any preparation processes,
and the power curve rises vertically (like a step pulse). In the
real case, however, several seconds of time are required to
activate the WLAN interface and load the corresponding

software modules. These processes also consume some

energy. Fig. 10 shows that activating the WLAN interface of

a UFC takes about 3.8 seconds and consumes about 3,620 mJ

of additional energy. Fig. 11 shows the power consumption

when a CH becomes an RN. Turning off theWLAN interface

also includes time and energy overhead for disabling the

WLAN interface, unloading the WLAN device driver, and

modifyingNAT and route configuration. For a UFC, the time

to completely switch fromCH toRN is about 1.4 seconds, and

the amount of additional energy is about 830 mJ.

5.2 Evaluation with Simulation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of CONET via

simulations. Unless otherwise specified, we assume that

100 nodes are uniformly dispersed into a 70� 70 meter

field. Because it is unrealistic to assume that all 100 nodes

have the same purpose (like sensor networks) of prolonging

the group lifetime, we only consider individual networking

in this simulation. An ordinary WLAN access point is

located at (0, 0). We assume that the WLAN and Bluetooth
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Fig. 8. Extension of the group lifetime of a two-node cluster.
Fig. 9. Extension of the group lifetime of a four-node cluster. UFC4 has

an extra CPU load.

Fig. 10. Overhead of switching from RN to CH.



communication ranges are 100 and 10 meters, respectively.
Therefore, all nodes can communicate with the access point
anywhere in the field using their WLAN interfaces. We do
not consider the multirate support of WLAN, i.e., the
maximum bit rate of WLAN is constant (54 Mbps).

The motion of the nodes follows the Random Waypoint
Movement with Pausemodel [36]. In the beginning, nodes are
uniformly distributed over the entire field. Then, each node
randomly chooses a location as a next destination (way
point). The distribution of the way points is uniform. At the
same time, the node randomly picks a velocity between 0.5
and2.0m/s. Then, itmoves to thedestinationwith the chosen
speed. After arriving at the destination, the node pauses for a
random period between 30 and 600 seconds. Every node
repeats the above procedure until the simulation ends.

At the beginning of each pause period, a node triggers the
CBR traffic of a random data rate between 0 and 1,000 kbps.
This CBR traffic lasts for a random period between 0 and
120 seconds. The node then has a random think time between
0 to 60 seconds. If the node is still in the pause period after the
think time, it initiates more random CBR traffic. Note that a
node can have traffic while it is moving if its last traffic is not
terminated before the pause period ends. This procedure is
repeated until the simulation ends. The parameter values
used in the simulation are summarized in Table 3. The
simulation time is 1,800 seconds for each experiment.

5.2.1 Effects of Node Density

We vary the number of nodes in the field from 25 to 200 to
study how CONET works with low to high node density.
Fig. 12 shows the effects of the node density on the
communication energy consumption and the energy saving
ratio (ESR). In traditional WLAN-only networking, each
node consumes about 1.79 kJ on average, regardless of the
number of nodes. In CONET, on the other hand, energy
consumption decreases as the node density increases
because more nodes can be grouped into a cluster and
share WLAN interfaces. A node belonging to a larger
cluster can spend more time as an RN.

For example, when there are 100 nodes using CONET, the
average energy consumption of each node is about 0.93 kJ.

This is only 52 percent of the energy consumed in WLAN-
only networking, showing an energy savings of approxi-
mately 48 percent. Observe that the ESR value, which is
56 percent (0.56) for the 100 nodes case, is slightly higher
than 48 percent. This is because, as discussed in Section 3.2.2,
the ESR is calculated using only energy consumed during
cooperation with at least one node, i.e., energy consumed
when the node is a trivial CH is removed from the ESR
calculation. As the number of nodes increases from 100 to
200, the ESR also increases from 0.56 to 0.61 because each
node can spend more time as an RN.

Fig. 13 illustrates the relation between the node density
and energy saving. It shows the cluster organizations and
average cluster sizes (the average number of nodes in a
cluster) according to the total number of nodes. When the
number of nodes is 25, the portion of trivial CHs is about
31 percent, which means that only 69 percent of the nodes
cooperate with other nodes on average. This is becausewhen
the nodes are sparsely distributed, each node is likely to find
no neighboring nodes for cooperation. As a result, the
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Fig. 12. Effects of the node density on the average communication
energy and energy saving ratio (ESR).

Fig. 11. Overhead of switching from CH to RN.

Fig. 13. Effects of the node density on the cluster organizations and the
average cluster sizes.



average cluster size for the 25-node case is less than 2 (1.64).
On the other hand, when the number of nodes is 150, the
average cluster size is larger than 3 (3.10), which means that
each CH has more than two RNs within its cluster, on
average. Note that the average cluster size is not propor-
tional to the total number of nodes. This is because CONET
adjusts the cluster size so that the sum of the bandwidth
requirements of RNs does not exceed the Bluetooth capacity.

5.2.2 Effects of Switching Period TRN

As described in Section 3.2.2, providing as fair of an energy
saving ratio (ESR) as possible among all nodes is important
for individual networking. The fairness of ESR primarily
depends on the switching period TRN . We vary TRN from 30
to 180 seconds to study the effects of the switching period
on the fairness of ESR. The total number of nodes is fixed at
100 for all cases.

Fig. 14 shows the cumulative distribution functions of
ESR with various TRN values. It shows that higher
frequency role switching (e.g., TRN ¼ 30 seconds) distri-
butes ESR in fairer way. However, it incurs too many
handoffs, which can break network stability and cause high
switching overhead. On the other hand, if TRN is too long
(e.g., 180 seconds), the variance of ESR values increases,
disrupting the ESR fairness. Therefore, TRN should be
decided carefully, considering both fairness and overhead.
In most of our experiments, TRN is set to 120 seconds by
default because it results in less than a 2 percent energy
overhead with relatively good fairness.

Fig. 15 shows the effects of TRN , on average, handoff rates
in detail. CH2RN means the handoffs due to the role
switching from CH to RN. Bandwidth and Mobility represent
the handoffs caused by bandwidth change (stage (I) in Fig. 2)
and the failure on link to the current CH (stage (H)),
respectively. RN_Timer means the handoffs due to the timer
expiration. Among these reasons, CH2RN and RN_Timer are
directly related to TRN .

Fig. 15 shows that when TRN is 30 seconds long, more
than 2.5 handoffs occur per minute, and the main reasons
are CH2RN and RN_Timer. As TRN increases, both the
overall handoff rate and the portions of CH2RN and

RN_Timer also decrease, while the portions of Bandwidth
and Mobility remain unchanged.

6 RELATED WORK

Many previous studies have investigated techniques that
reduce the energy consumption due to WLAN interfaces in
single radio mobile devices. They optimize the power
consumption at various layers, such as the application layer
[33], transport/network layer [34], and MAC layer [35]. The
IEEE 802.11 standards also define several low-power
modes, such as PSM in the legacy 802.11 [23] and Automatic
Power Save Delivery (APSD) in 802.11e [24]. They allow
nodes to keep their WLAN cards in the sleep state when
they do not have to communicate and switch to active state
periodically (PSM) or at application-specific instants of time
APSD to retrieve data buffered in the access point.
Although the majority of the WLAN interface’s circuitry is
turned off in the sleep state, the base power consumption
for the minimal host card interaction and state transition is
not negligible, which is typically 200-400 mW [4], [6]. On the
other hand, CONET allows RNs to completely turn off their
WLAN interfaces and use only Bluetooth. Moreover, since
Bluetooth also supports low-power modes, such as sniff
mode [31], which operate in similar manner to PSM but
consume an order of magnitude less power than PSM (e.g.,
25 mW [6]), RNs can save more energy using Bluetooth low-
power modes. Of course, CHs can operate using PSM or
APSD to communicate with the access point, resulting in
lower average power consumption than PSM or APSD.

Some advanced WLAN chipsets [39] dramatically reduce
the idle power consumption, but require cost and time for
hardware upgrade or worldwide deployment. As a result,
the majority of today’s hand-held products still have power
consumption problem due to the WLAN interface [40], [41].
In contrast, CONET needs only a simple software patch at
OS level, resulting fast deployment to existing mobile
devices and infrastructures.

As mobile devices increasingly feature multiple radios,
the idea of using a secondary low-power radio to reduce the
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Fig. 14. Effects of the role switching period (TRN ) on the fairness of
energy saving ratio (ESR).

Fig. 15. Average handoff rates and the causes of handoffs with various
role switching periods (TRN ).



power consumption of the WLAN interface has been
proposed [2]. In [1], [3], a VoIP device exploits a secondary
radio as a wake-up channel, but this incurs long latencies for
activating the sleeping device. For general applications,
several paging schemes have been proposed [4], [5], but they
also contain the latency problem to activate the WLAN
channel. CoolSpots [6] and SwitchR [7] use the secondary
radio not only for control signaling but also for data
communication. They alleviate the latency problem and
save more energy by lengthening the power-off time of
WLAN interfaces. However, as mentioned in Section 1, they
require hardware/softwaremodifications of existingWLAN
environment for deployment. Conceptually, CoolSpots and
SwitchR can be special cases of CONET: if a dual AP exists, it
can be regarded as a stationary node whose cost is always
zero (lowest) thus always acts as a cluster head.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented CONET, a bandwidth-
aware and energy-efficient clustering protocol for multi-
radio mobile networks. CONET uses Bluetooth to reduce
the power consumption of WLAN in mobile devices. It
dynamically reconfigures the clusters based on the band-
width requirements of applications to avoid the perfor-
mance degradation. We have classified the applications into
two cases: group networking and individual networking.
CONET runs the same election algorithm for both cases, but
uses different cost functions. CONET maximizes the group
lifetime for the group networking case and fairly distributes
the energy gain among all nodes for the individual
networking case. One key feature of our approach is that
it does not require modifications to existing wireless
environments, paving the way to easy deployment.
Although this paper describes CONET based on WLAN/
Bluetooth, we believe that it can be easily extended to other
interface combinations, such as WiMAX/Bluetooth.

CONET can be applied to advanced types of sensor
networks in which nodes have multiple radio interfaces
[10]. Although we have only provided algorithms for one-
hop clustering, we can extend our protocol to support
multihop clustering. This can be achieved by applying
general multihop clustering algorithms, such as Max-Min
D-Cluster formation [16].
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